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Kathryn Heidemann, CIA’s first female 
president in 100 years, looks to the future
By Carlo Wolff

Kathryn Heidemann is all over town, dropping in 
on exhibitions showcasing artists from Cleveland 
and beyond. “Every night this week, I have a 
different FRONT International event,” she said in 
mid-July. 

Heidemann wasn’t complaining, she was 
celebrating. Contemporary art is busting out all 
over Northeast Ohio, and the Cleveland Institute 
of Art is part of all of it. Scores of CIA faculty, 
staff and alumni have work in FRONT as well as 
the concurrent CAN Triennial. 

And this is now her world.

On July 1, Heidemann became the College’s 
11th president and CEO. She succeeds her 
mentor, Grafton Nunes, who in 2019 persuaded 
her to leave the assistant deanship she loved at 
Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh to be 
CIA’s Senior Vice President of Academic Affairs 
and Dean of Faculty.

A force in arts education for decades and a 
fourth-generation educator, Heidemann is eager 
to broaden the impact of CIA, a school positioned 
to play a major role in the modernization of 
Cleveland.
 
Heidemann, 44, recently welcomed Greg Watts 
and Kari Weaver to CIA. Watts is the new Vice 
President of Academic Affairs and Dean of 

Faculty, Weaver the Director of the school’s 
brand-new Jane B. Nord Center for Teaching 
+ Learning. The Nord Center aims to help CIA 
faculty hone their teaching skills and better 
support evolving needs of today’s learners. It is 
a key component of the 2020–25 Strategic Plan 
Heidemann helped formulate.

Nunes unified the campus, streamlined 
administration, smoothed out faculty relations, 
and kept CIA afloat through the pandemic. Now 
that her administration is in place, Heidemann 
plans to turn up the volume. 

An inside job
When Heidemann joined CIA, she was focused 
on the innards of the school—especially when 
COVID was rampant.

During the last three years, she got to know faculty, 
students and staff, but there were no alumni 
events, and “all the things out there were closed, 
canceled, suspended. I feel that now, for the first 
time, I am finally starting to get an external view of 
what we do and really understand the broad reach 
that we have, even internationally.” 

According to an internal poll, this fall’s incoming 
class is most excited for their CIA experience to 
provide independence, friends and community. 

“Art and design are important,” she says, “but this 
is first and foremost a community, and these new 
students for the last couple of years have been 

deprived of that, of rites of passage they would 
have experienced had COVID not gotten in the way. 

“Keeping our community safe has always been 
very important, because if we can’t be in-person, 
we don’t have a school,” she adds.

Heidemann worked on COVID planning even 
as she managed the school’s reaccreditation, a 
process that takes place every 10 years.

“A president’s initial role really is to understand the 
inside of an organization,” she says. “I already did 
that.” She laughs. “Now I’m ready to go out.”

The education of Kathryn Heidemann
Heidemann was born in Detroit and grew up there 
as well as in Australia, Venezuela and Germany. 

Her brother is a chef, one sister is an art therapist 
and singer, and her other sister recently started 
at Toyota. Her mother holds both a master’s 
degree and bachelor’s degree in education and 
comes from a deeply rooted lineage of teachers 
and school administrators. Her father, a Vietnam 
veteran with an MBA and a bachelor’s degree in 
aeronautical engineering, worked in the operations 
division of Jeep, then a brand of AMC Motors. 

In the early ’80s, Jeep was moving plants 
overseas, and the Heidemann family found 
itself outside Brisbane, Australia, where Kathryn 
learned how to read, write and speak (she has 
shed her Australian accent).

CIA President + CEO Kathryn Heidemann took office on July 1. 
Photo by Matthew Greene / Matthew Green Photography.
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By Jordan Berkovitz

CIA fondly remembers three notable community 
members who recently passed: Toby Devan Lewis, 
Alberta Cifolelli ’53 and Suzanne Mars ’90. 

Lewis, a longtime Board of Directors member and 
friend of CIA, was an international patron to the 
arts. The Toby Lewis Media Mesh on CIA’s western 
façade shares still and moving images of student 
work with the public. Her financial support was 
also vital to CIA’s Uptown Residence Hall, the 
opening of which represented a major milestone 
in transforming CIA from a commuter school to a 
residential college. 

She received a CIA Medal for Excellence in 
2007 and was awarded an honorary degree in 
2012. Lewis will be remembered for her powerful 
advocacy, visionary leadership and unwavering 
passion for the arts.

“Lewis’ generosity was deeply felt at CIA, as she 
sponsored a trip for students in the Painting 
department to visit the inaugural Prospect New 
Orleans Biennial. This trip was an absolute pivot 
point in the way I viewed art in the world,” says 
Painting alum William Laughlin ’10. 

Sculpture alum Andy Yoder ’82 also remembers 
Lewis fondly. “I’ve yet to meet anyone who 
matched Toby’s passion for contemporary art, 
and I doubt I ever will,” he says. “Her energy and 

commitment to finding provocative, 
challenging work by artists, both 
new and established, was a force of 
nature.”

Cifolelli graduated with a degree 
in Painting and later became a CIA 
faculty member. Both a painter and 
printmaker, Cifolelli had a long career 
exhibiting her art throughout the 
United States and Japan. Her work 
has been shown in more than 50 
solo exhibitions and is in more than 300 public 
collections. 

In 2017, she was honored as one of 18 
Distinguished Alumni, and in 2018 she received the 
Charles Burchfield Award for Artistic Achievement. 
During her time as a CIA student, she worked 
closely with Julian Stanczak ’54 and Richard 
Anuszkiewicz ’53.

“Alberta would always join [Stanczak and 
Anuszkeiwicz] for openings and they would argue 
about arts ’til late into the night,” says professor 
emerita Barbara Stanzcak ’90. “Alberta would 
often feel outdone by the ‘boys’ who chose 
geometry as their basic forms while she chose 
experiences in nature as her focus in art. She 
stood her ground feisty and eloquently! She 
always supported me as a friend and colleague, 
and I am thankful for her strength and fighting 
spirit.”

Mars, a former CIA Board member, graduated 
from CIA’s Industrial Design program, where 
she combined her interests in science and art 
to develop a practice of designing products for 
elderly people. During her last year as a student, 
she held a design research internship in the 
Cleveland Clinic’s Department of Musculoskeletal 
Research, and months later, an exhibition of her 
work was hosted by the medical center.

During her career, she created and held several 
patents for products to aid those with disabilities.

“I always admired her as a fearless and successful 
creative at a time when entry for women in her 
field was very restricted,” says former CIA Board 
member Charna Sherman. “She was a true 
trailblazer. She never forgot her indebtedness to 
CIA for the extraordinary education, foundation 
and support that helped launch her success.”

Triennials at CIA
CAN Triennial’s You Are Here: The Way We 
Transcend will be up through August 31 and
FRONT International 2022 remains on view 
through October 2. cia.edu/exhibitions

Lunch on Fridays
Among this fall’s Lunch on Fridays presenters 
will be glass artist Dafna Kaffeman, drag 
performer Dr. Lady J and the Greater 
Cleveland Film Commission. cia.edu/lof

We Want More
Josh MacPhee returns to CIA as part of the Mid 
America Print Council’s conference. The We Want 
More pop-up exhibition will be up October 13–16. 
mapc2022.com 

carta exhibition 
An annual tradition, CIA partners with the  
Cleveland Art Association to host its annual 
collection exhibition. This year, it’s on view to  
the public October 28–29. cia.edu/exhibitions

2022 Faculty Exhibition
Mark your calendars for this year’s Faculty Exhibition, 
which opens November 11 in Reinberger Gallery and 
remains on view through December 22.

Here’s What’s Going On!

President’s Welcome

Remembering key members of CIA’s community

An alumni gathering with 
Seattle/Tacoma alums 
during the Glass Art Society 
conference. An inspiring 
CAN Triennial opening 
event featuring more than 
30 CIA alumni. Dozens of 
CIA sightings at various 
FRONT International 2022: 
Cleveland Triennial for 
Contemporary Art events. 
Sure, I’ve heard and read 
about CIA alumni, but now I 
finally see you. 

For the first time since 
my arrival to CIA (and 
to Cleveland) as Chief 
Academic Officer in 2019, 

I now have the opportunity to look outward, and 
see firsthand the impact that CIA graduates have 
had globally—as well as the opportunity to finally 
meet so many of you in person. You see, just a 
few months after I started, COVID forced us to 
suspend events and gatherings, exhibitions in 
and around the community were canceled, and 
conferences moved to remote experiences. In 
addition, the nature of my former role and the 
timing of such projects involved a deep dive into the 
inner workings of CIA’s curriculum and operations: 

from working with my team through a successful 
reaccreditation process (Higher Learning 
Commission) to a universal transition to a 120-credit 
curriculum and tackling COVID academic planning. 

After all this breathing in … inhale … it’s time to 
breathe out … exhale! The transition from internal 
to external modus operandi has been refreshing, 
and it’s exactly what I’ve needed to recharge after 
the stresses of an extended pandemic-dominated 
stretch. It’s especially pivotal as I look forward to 
my new chapter as President + CEO. 

Exciting new initiatives are underway, and we are 
steadily continuing to collectively accomplish action 
items in our 2020–25 strategic plan. We recently 
announced our participation in the Cleveland 
Foundation’s Midtown Collaboration Center, which 
will include the creation of CIA’s Interactive Media 
Lab. The IML will focus on augmented reality, 
virtual reality and immersive media in a location 
that will serve as an essential nexus of art/design, 
technology, entrepreneurship and placemaking. 
The multi-sector partnership will also be part of a 
larger global innovation district and quite possibly 
one of the most catalytic community engagement 
initiatives in the College’s history. 

In addition, the Jane B. Nord Center for Teaching 
+ Learning has officially launched, and we were 

pleased to welcome its inaugural director, Kari 
Weaver PhD, to CIA in July. Also new to Cleveland 
is our new Vice President of Academic Affairs + 
Dean of Faculty, Greg Watts, who is already making 
great contributions to CIA’s community. 

Our work in diversity, equity, inclusion and justice 
continues to evolve, and we are excited to delve 
deeper into better integrating this work into our 
strategic operations. This fall, CIA’s IDEA Council 
and the Office of Student Affairs will host the 
inaugural Nunes Scholars Pre-Orientation program, 
a three-day initiative designed to support incoming 
BIPOC, LGBTQIA and first-generation students—
and any other incoming students who may benefit 
from a more personalized transition into college. 

There is so much more to look forward to in CIA’s 
future, and we are just getting started. As the world 
has opened up again, I hope to see you where 
you are. Our CIA community of alumni, faculty, 
staff, friends and supporters has a global reach, 
and I look forward to getting to know you—and to 
hopefully meeting you and seeing you soon.  

Kathryn Heidemann
President + CEO

Suzanne Mars ’90Alberta Cifolelli ’53 Toby Devan Lewis
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By Bob Sandrick

Libraries take people places. They use books, 
videos, educational programs, story times, history 
and databases—and art—to open new worlds.

That’s why artwork by Timothy Callaghan ’99 
is so appreciated at the Bainbridge branch of 
the Geauga County Public Library. His four oil 
paintings, each depicting one of the four seasons, 
hang high on a prominent wall.

“I love what these pieces do in this space,” 
says Gabrielle Kusner, library assistant at the 
Bainbridge library, of Callaghan’s art. “Each piece 
is leading you somewhere. There is movement in 
each one.

“That’s kind of the concept of libraries, too,” Kusner 
says. “It’s a space where you come to learn. It 
leads you somewhere. You discover new things.”

Callaghan isn’t the only CIA graduate with art at 
local libraries. At the same Bainbridge library, a 
mural painted by Karen Sandstrom ’12, “Where We 
Go When We Stay Where We Are,” signals where 
young readers can find the children’s section. 
Each of its five panels depicts a reader whose 
experience is reflected in imagery that blooms like 
thought bubbles from the books themselves.

“I hoped to inspire viewers to feel the sense of 
wonder and adventure that books can elicit at any 
age,” Sandstrom says. “Since I am passionate 
about books, and especially about illustrated 
children’s books, this was a dream job.”

Meanwhile, a photo illustration by Anna Lattanzio 
’19 was unveiled in 2021 at the Willoughby Public 
Library. Her black-and-white image, attached to an 
exterior wall, shows a young boy looking into light 
shining from an open book.

Also, Sequoia Bostick ’14 recently completed a 
temporary mural on a wall outside the Harvard-
Lee branch of Cleveland Public Library.

“We saw Sequoia’s work and it resonated with 
us, with its emphasis on color and cartoon-like 
illustrations that we thought dovetailed nicely with 
children’s literature and illustrations,” says Aaron 
Mason, CPL director of special projects. 

Bostick, originally from Nashville, Tenn. says she 
never noticed art at libraries in her hometown, but 
in Cleveland, art is everywhere.

“It’s important for libraries to have art because it’s 
an accessible place for everyone,” she says.

Callaghan agrees. “People are exposed to a lot of 
different ideas and educational tools at the library. 
As an art educator, having art here makes sense 
to me.”

A new space 
The new Bainbridge library opened in February 
2021. Money for art was set aside in the 
construction budget, plus Friends of the 
Bainbridge Library donated funds for installations.

“We had a lot of blank space when we opened,” 
Kusner says. “The library decided to look for local 
artists to fill the space with art that not only reflects 
the space but the surrounding community.”

Kris Carroll, director of the Geauga County system, 
says officials worked with architects Perkins&Will, 
a global firm, and CBLH Design in Cleveland to 
recruit about a dozen Northeast Ohio artists.

Callaghan was a favorite. Carroll was familiar with 
and appreciated his previous works but he still 
needed the Board of Trustees’ approval. 

“Everyone liked Tim’s art,” Carroll says. “They 
thought it went well with the building, and we were 
excited when we saw the direction he was going.”

Callaghan was commissioned to produce nature 
scenes but was given artistic freedom otherwise. 
Once settling on the four seasons theme, the 
Cleveland resident spent time in Geauga 
County, repeatedly driving, biking and walking a 
2-mile perimeter around the library. He stopped, 
sketched for 20 minutes, snapped photos and 
headed back to his studio to paint. The process 
took about a year. 

The finished works are collages of scenes he had 
sketched and photographed. They depict the 
white of winter, the exploding colors of spring, the 
brightness of summer and the fading hues of fall.

“They are definitely representative of the scenes 
that you see around this area,” Callaghan says. 

Now see this   
Mason says Cleveland Public Library has 
commissioned art for its buildings for more than 
10 years. Through a program called “See Also,” 
the library and LAND studio partner to install 
temporary art in Eastman Reading Garden, which 
is between the library’s two downtown locations.

The problem was that people living in Cleveland’s 
neighborhoods, unless they frequented downtown, 
couldn’t enjoy the art. So, CPL decided to expand 
the “See Also” program to outlying branches.

LAND studio asked artists to apply for a 
commissioned mural at the Harvard-Lee branch, 
then sent the library portfolios from several artists. 
These included Bostick, a freelance illustrator who 
has done assignments for Cleveland Museum of 
Art, Cleveland Botanical Garden and Wigs for Kids. 
She has also illustrated children’s books.

“I do a lot of comic-themed art,” Bostick says. “I 
run a local indie comic group called Vagabond 

Comics. A lot of my work gets viewed there and 
that’s how people find out about me.

“I had been applying on the LAND studio website 
for years, wanting to do a mural,” Bostick says. 

“This was finally the year it worked out.”

Bostick was the second artist to create a mural for 
the Harvard-Lee library. It will stay up for a year.

“Sequoia was given creative freedom to pretty 
much do whatever she wanted,” Mason says. “And 
it turned out quite well. It’s a beautiful piece.”

The mural, “Refresh the Soul,” shows a woman 
of color in a peaceful, meditative state, holding 
a rainbow above her head as rain falls. The work 
was inspired by the style of painter Gustav Klimt.

“I work with color theory and how color and 
imagery make you feel,” Bostick says. “I’m into 
grounding and meditation. I’m showing how I want 
to feel and how I want other people to feel.”

The mural began as a pencil sketch. Bostick then 
used Adobe Illustrator to enlarge it to half the 
mural’s actual size. To scale up the piece, she 
created a computer canvas that was the exact size 
of the mural. LAND studio then partnered with a 
company that prints on vinyl to create the finished, 
physical work.

Art appreciation 
Kristen Schmidt, manager of the Harvard-Lee 
library, has been amazed at the response to 
Bostick’s mural. Library patrons ask questions 
about it and want to know the artist’s name.

“I really like that people in the neighborhood who 
don’t have museums and art galleries on their lists 
of things to do can see something this beautiful in 
their neighborhood,” Schmidt says. “It’s inspiring.”

Bostick says adults and children have taken selfies 
in front of the mural and sent her the pictures.

“I work with a lot of students in the area, so for 
them to see it up and be inspired by it is really nice 
to see,” Bostick says.

At the Bainbridge library, Kusner says patrons tell 
staffers that Callaghan’s paintings remind them of 
places they’ve been. The staff enjoys relaying the 
story of how the art came into existence. 

“Tim’s art provides a sense of place and makes the 
space more inviting,” Kusner says. “It brings color 
and movement and brightens up the space. And 
we love that it was done by a local artist.”

CIA alums bring art to Northeast Ohio libraries

“Fall” by Timothy Callaghan ’99, one of four paintings of his at the Bainbridge branch of the Geauga County Public Library. Courtesy of the artist. 

Sequoia Bostick ’14 stands in front of her mural, “Refresh the Soul,” 
at the Harvard-Lee branch of Cleveland Public Library. Courtesy of 
the artist. 
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Get to know chief academic officer Greg Watts

When Jeep shut down Australian operations, the 
Heidemanns relocated to Caracas. Four years 
of political upheaval and  natural disasters in 
increasingly dangerous Venezuela—including 
being caught in a major flood—convinced the 
Heidemanns to return to Detroit. “We were driving 
home from school one day and there were kids, 
guerrillas with machine guns, and my Mom was, 
like, ‘We’re done,’” Heidemann recalls. “It was a 
wild time, it was a wonderful time. It got a little 
scary at the end.”

After a brief spell back in the States, the family 
relocated to Frankfurt just as the merger of 
Daimler and Chrysler (which acquired Jeep) was 
taking place. She ultimately graduated from high 
school in suburban Detroit.

“I thrive in diverse environments,” she says. “The 
converse is also true: I don’t thrive in homogenous 
environments. I chose to live in Shaker Heights 
because it’s so diverse. I love being around 
people who have had different experiences, speak 
different languages, who expose me to different 
foods, different music, different folklore.” 

A different path
Heidemann could have been a rock star. She 
almost was as bassist in Rockit Girl, a Chicago 
group that recorded in the early aughts. She 
has been “famous-adjacent,” touring with some 
national bands; among her own are Garter Shake 
and Blindsider. For her 2017 wedding to architect 
Jonathan Golli, she assembled and played in an 
all-star cover band of her best friends. “I was in 
the band and had my wedding dress on,” she says. 

“It was a good time.” 

Being in a rock band taught her the value of 
teamwork. “I’ve been a lead singer and a bass 
player, but I’ve always worked with a drummer, 
a guitarist and others to co-create,” she says. 

“I’ve probably learned more about leadership—
stepping up to lead and stepping back to let 
others lead—in bands than anywhere else.”

After studying at the University of Michigan in Ann 
Arbor, she hankered for a larger city, ultimately 
earning her bachelor’s degree in performing arts 
management and dance from Columbia College 
in Chicago. She subsequently earned a master of 
arts management degree from Carnegie Mellon, 
then spent nearly two decades in Pittsburgh in 
arts management, including nearly five years as 
arts commissioner, appointed by then-mayor 
Bill Peduto. During her eight years with the 
Pittsburgh Cultural Trust, an organization similar 
to Playhouse Square, she bolstered downtown’s 
cultural district via placemaking, community-
engagement and economic-development efforts.  

During her nearly 10 years at Carnegie Mellon, 
Heidemann led and taught in the arts and 
entertainment management graduate programs 
in Pittsburgh, Los Angeles and Bologna (Italy). 
A champion for creativity and cross-sector 
disruption, she also co-founded the university’s 
Arts Management + Technology Laboratory 
research center and catalyzed innovation through 
her assistant deanship dual appointment within 
two of the university’s prominent colleges.

This polymath’s track record and passions—and 
her top spot at CIA—make Heidemann a natural to 
increase CIA’s involvement in the city of Cleveland. 

Cleveland calling
While CIA has collaborated with arts organizations 
for years, it is upping the ante in linking to 
the Cleveland Foundation, the philanthropic 
organization behind a 12-acre, $400 million,  
high-tech innovation district coming to life 
between East 65th and East 66th streets. CIA 
plans to open an Interactive Media Lab in the 
MidTown Collaboration Center, which is  
expected to open in 2024.

“We’re at the big kids’ table,” Heidemann says. 
“It is really important that we are part of these 
conversations about how we can be drivers of 
innovation in Cleveland and beyond. It’s a new 
way of thinking about art and the art and design 
school’s role in society—and the artist’s and 
designer’s role in society.

“I think this is the perfect position to jump out far 
and to shout out loud that we’re here,” she says. 

“We have a lot of work to do, but I think the timing 
is good.”

But for the moment, she’s preparing to welcome 
the Class of 2026—the first freshman class 
of a new era. For that, she will bring both her 
experience in arts and education administration 
and her personal blend of gemütlichkeit.

“I’m an introverted extrovert,” Heidemann says. 
“I’m very peaceful in my own space, and I’m very 
independent. But I will talk to everybody and 
anybody, especially if I know they’re new to a city, 
new to an organization. I’m especially interested in 
being welcoming and helping others feel they have 
a sense of belonging where they are.”

Continued from page 1

By Michael C. Butz

This summer, as Cleveland Institute of Art 
faculty and staff are getting to know Greg Watts, 
the College’s new Vice President of Academic 
Affairs and Dean of Faculty, he’s made a point of 
saying he wants to get to know a certain special 
constituency: CIA alumni. 

Watts is an accomplished photographer, 
experienced educator and skilled administrator 
who most recently was at the College of Visual 
Arts and Design at the University of North 
Texas, where he served as dean for six years 
and taught courses in art and business. Before 
starting at CIA on July 5, he was acutely aware 
of CIA’s legacy. He wants to learn even more.

“I think the alumni are our best champions. 
They’re a demonstrated outcome of what 
we do. Having them share their stories and 
experiences, giving us feedback and telling us 
how CIA is viewed in the real world is always 
a valuable listening moment for any of us,” he 
says. “If there’s any request we can make of 
them, it’s don’t be shy about letting us know 
where you are. Follow up with us and share your 
personal story. Those personal stories are really 
meaningful.”

As CIA’s chief academic officer, Watts will be 
responsible for ensuring the delivery of the 
College’s rigorous curriculum to students. He 
will lead about 100 ranked and adjunct faculty 
members and oversee CIA’s foundational 
studies, liberal arts, 13 art and design majors, 
the Jessica R. Gund Memorial Library, 
Academic Affairs, Student Affairs, the Registrar 
and continuing education programs.

Watts will also oversee the new Jane B. Nord 
Center for Teaching + Learning, which will  

support the pedagogical 
and educational 
development of faculty. 
President + CEO 
Kathryn Heidemann led 
the effort to create the 
center when she served 
as CIA’s chief academic 
officer, and in stepping 
into his role, Watts is 
looking forward to what 
the center’s director, 
Kari Weaver PhD, will 
bring to the College. 

“It was an incredibly 
astute observation on 
Kathryn’s part to see 
this as important, to 
seize it and to make 
it real,” he says. “My 
hope is that Kari will 
be a real partner with the 
faculty, that she’ll be able to provide them with 
resources to constantly reinvigorate, re-enliven 
and rethink the way in which they share their 
knowledge with our students.” 

On a personal note, Watts is a cinephile whose 
interests range from film noir such as Orson 
Welles’ Touch of Evil to the contemporary 
quirkiness of Wes Anderson films. That CIA is 
home to the Cinematheque is an added bonus 
for Watts, whose interest was piqued by recent 
Cinematheque screenings of David Lynch’s neo-
noir mystery Lost Highway and a newly restored 
presentation of Rude Boy, a documentary about 
influential punk rockers The Clash. 

Watts’ own arts education includes an MFA 
in fine art–photography from the University of 
Florida in Gainesville, Fla. and a bachelor’s 

degree with honors in fine art–printmaking from 
Kingston University, London. He also holds an 
Executive MBA from the University of Denver. 
His artwork has been featured in numerous 
exhibitions, and he has worked as a consultant 
and legal expert in the fields of photography 
and photographic evaluation.

Watts is a native of Cambridge, England, and 
he and his wife Kimberly purchased a home in 
Cleveland Heights. As for his new work home, 
CIA, he says he’s been impressed by how 
much people at the College want to help others 
succeed and grateful for a welcome that’s been 

“really generous and quite wonderful.” 

“The welcome has been phenomenal,” he says. “I 
just can’t wait to see how buzzing this place is 
when faculty and students are back. That’s really 
when I’ll start to feel the true vibe of this place.”

Vice President of Academic Affairs and Dean of Faculty Greg Watts joined CIA on July 5. Photo 
by Matthew Greene / Matthew Greene Photography. 
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Hughie Lee-Smith ’38* was the subject of a 
lecture at the Cleveland Museum of Art, “Hughie 
Lee-Smith and the Politics of Introspection” by 
David C. Hart PhD, Associate Professor of Art 
History in CIA’s Liberal Arts Department.
 
Paul Tikkanen ’49* was the subject of an article in 
the summer 2022 edition of CAN Journal. His work 
recently appeared in a retrospective exhibition at 
Ashtabula Arts Center in Ashtabula, Ohio.

Richard Andres ’50* had work on view in Richard 
Andres: Selected Works 1950 – 1975 at WOLFS 
Gallery in Beachwood, Ohio.

Dan Forst ’58 will have a solo show, Celebration 
of Flowers, on view from November 11 to 
December 23 at BAYarts in Bay Village, Ohio.

Ron Testa ’65 had work in the 86th National 
Midyear Exhibition 2022 at the Butler Institute of 
American Art in Youngstown, Ohio and in Food 

- The Aftermath at Praxis Photo Arts Center in 
Minneapolis. Work also appeared in Kitchen at 
the Midwest Center for Photography in Wichita, 
Kansas and in 6x6 at Rochester Contemporary Art 
Center in Rochester, New York.
 
Doug Unger ’65 had a pastel piece in the 86th 
National Midyear Exhibition 2022 at the Butler 
Institute of American Art in Youngstown, Ohio. 
His piece “Three Pocket Mandolins” won the 
Best in Sculpture award in the 76th Ohio Annual 
Exhibition at the Zanesville Museum of Art in 
Zanesville, Ohio.

Gail Browne ’70 discussed how beachcombing 
inspires her art with The Washington Post. 

Tom Roese ’71 has a drawing included in 
Reflections on Perception at the Akron Art 
Museum in Akron, Ohio through September.

Scott Johnson ’77 served as principal designer 
for a traveling interactive exhibit that immersed 
guests into Pandora, the setting of the 2009 
James Cameron film, Avatar. Johnson also 
completed scenic design for a new exhibit that will 
celebrate the upcoming film Avatar: The Way of 
Water for the Cloud Forest bio-dome at Gardens 
by the Bay in Singapore, opening in December.

Pamela Pastoric ’77 had work in Rust at Heights 
Arts in Cleveland Heights, Ohio. 

Tallmadge Doyle ’79 had work in Among Waves 
at the Seattle Art Museum.
 
Marsha Sweet ’81 had work in My Body/My 
Choice at A.I.R. Gallery in Brooklyn, New York. 

Dan Whitely ’83 and Sarah Curry ’01 are among 
the honorees of CIA’s inaugural Excellence in 
Teaching Awards. As art educators, Whitely, 
from Orange High School in Pepper Pike, Ohio 
and Curry, from Charles F. Brush High School in 
Lyndhurst, Ohio, were recognized by CIA for their 
contributions to teaching and inspiring the next 
generation of artists and designers.
 
William Moore ’84 had work in the BLINK 
Book + Exhibition with Gallery West Art Design 
Consultants in Cincinnati. A sculpture will 
appear in the HWD Juried Sculpture Exhibition 
at Rosewood Gallery and Art Center in Kettering, 
Ohio in September.

Linda Zolten Wood ’87 spoke with Spectrum 
News 1 about The Collinwood Painted Rain Barrel 
Project in Cleveland’s Collinwood neighborhood.

Judy Takács ’86 had work in the The 12th May 
Show at Lakeland Juried Art Exhibition at the 
Gallery at Lakeland Community College in Kirtland, 
Ohio. The show also included work from Pam 

Pastoric ’77, Diane Pribojan ’88, Diane Thayer-
Miller ’90, Todd Hoak ’91, Russell Stephanchick 

’93, Kristina Walter ’08, Tina Janek ’10 and CIA 
Glass Studio Manager Zac Gorell. The show was 
curated by Mary Urbas ’80. 

David Buttram ’89 had a solo show, Urban 
Oasis: Realities of our life at Framed Gallery in 
Cleveland’s Waterloo Arts District.

Natasha Sweeten ’93 had work in solo exhibition 
Let’s Get Lost, Paintings and Sketchbooks in the 
Project Room at BravinLee Programs in New York 
through May 14.

Let us know what you think!
We’re grateful you’re reading this 
issue of Link and interested in 
learning more about how you’d 
like to receive news about CIA 
alumni and events in the future. 
cia.edu/link-survey

Holly Baumgartl ’18

Susan Danko ’98
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Kuoyong Huang ’94, founder of AERI, a Seattle-
based industrial design and product innovations 
consultancy, recently collaborated with Chris 
Lenart ’91 to design the Hawk u8 antenna for a 
client, Kymeta. Kymeta, a Seattle start-up, was 
named as one of the 10 most innovative space 
companies of 2022 by FastCompany magazine. 

Kevin Snipes ’94 was featured in an article by 
Denver’s 5280 magazine, which discussed his 
recent BIPOC AiR artist residency with the Art 
Students League of Denver.

Dawn Tekler ’94 had a solo show, Energy and 
Perception, at BAYarts in Bay Village, Ohio.

Jeanetta Ho ’96 had a piece installed in 
Cleveland’s Slavic Village neighborhood as part 
of the Rooms To Let exhibition. She was also 
one of six artists to install a piece for PARK 
THIS! in a 10’x10’ parking space at Waterloo 
Arts Fest in Cleveland’s Waterloo Arts District. 

Lori Kella ’97 was named Literary Artist of the 
Month for June by Heights Arts in Cleveland 
Heights, Ohio.

Katy Bergman Cassell ’98 earned her 
doctorate in education from Converse University 
in Spartanburg, South Carolina. Her dissertation 
was awarded the Thomas McDaniel Award and 
cash prize for Best Dissertation in May. She 
continues to teach metals and enameling at the 
Fine Arts Center in Greenville, South Carolina, 
where she curated the enameling exhibition, 
Material has a Memory. Two artworks will be 

shown this fall at the Sandra J. Blain Gallery 
at the Arrowmont School of Arts and Crafts in 
Gatlinburg, Tennessee, in conjunction with the 
Alchemy 6 Enamelist Society Conference.
 
Susan Danko ’98 has work on view in Night 
Forest – New Paintings by Susan Danko at Deep 
Dive Art Projects in Cleveland. 

Lauralee Hutson ’01 curated Fiber Tales at 
Article Art Gallery in Cleveland’s Waterloo Arts 
District. 

Anne Kibbe ’04* was honored via the creation 
of the new Anne Kibbe Residency Program for 
Women at Future Ink Graphics in Cleveland. 

Steve Knerem ’04 recently returned to 
Cleveland from Los Angeles and is a tattoo  
artist at Monumental Tattoo in Mentor, Ohio. 
He recently had an art show at Fiona’s Coffee  
in Willoughby, Ohio. 

Erika Neola ’05 is currently the Director of Post 
Production at JWALK, a Shiseido Americas-
owned creative agency. Her recent projects 
include campaign motion and stills projects 
featuring two new Shiseido Ambassadors, 
Hunter Schafer (star of HBO’s Euphoria) and 
Megan Rapinoe (U.S. Women’s Soccer Team 
Champion). 

Charmaine Spencer ’05 and Erykah 
Townsend ’20 were named as two of the four 
inaugural recipients of the FRONT Art Futures 
Fellowship.

Gillian Preston ’09 was featured in Next 
Pittsburgh, where she discussed her company, 
Broken Plates Glass Wearables.

Georgio Sabino III ’09 and Danny Carver 
’80 showcased the work of their Cleveland 
Municipal School District students in Young 
Visions 2022 with Christie’s in New York. The 
exhibition was part of Christie’s Studio in a 
School program.

Alexandra Bonner ’10 was named IIDA’s 
member of the year. 

Sequoia Bostick ’14 had work in Illustrious 
Gravitas at YARDS Projects in Cleveland. The 
show also features work from Angela Oster 
’05. Bostick also has a mural on view at the 
Cleveland Public Library Harvard-Lee Branch.

Amber Ford ’16 discussed her work and artist 
residency at moCa Cleveland with Ideastream. 
Her work also appeared in Missing History of 
Massillon: Unheard African American Stories at 
the Massillon Museum in Massillon, Ohio.

Kim Menapace ’16 had work in Silent Fields 
at Kaiser Gallery in Cleveland’s Tremont 
neighborhood. The show also featured work 
from Georgio Sabino III ’09.

Kimberly Chapman ’17 showed her traveling 
exhibition, Eighty-Six Reasons for Asylum 
Admission, in three Athens, Ohio locations: the 
Dairy Barn Arts Center, the Southeast Ohio 
History Center and the Kennedy Museum of Art. 
Her work was also on view in Spring Show 2022 
at the Erie Art Museum in Erie, Pa.; the 76th 
Ohio Annual Exhibition at Zanesville Museum 
of Art in Zanesville, Ohio and Where Are We? at 
Valley Art Center in Chagrin Falls, Ohio.  

Holly Baumgartl ’18 was featured in Voyager 
Ohio, where she discussed her business, 
Daydream Co. She is an adjunct instructor for 
Graphic Design at CIA and recently designed 

“In This Together, Anxiety Edition,” a card-
based experience that guides conversations 
about mental health disorders developed by 
psychotherapist Dr. Courtney Tracy.

Bianca Fields ’19 had a solo show, In My 
Bag, with Steve Turner in Los Angeles and was 
interviewed about the show by FAD Magazine. 

Cass Penegor ’20 had work in the 2022 
Graduate Degree Exhibition of Cranbrook 
Academy of Art and earned an MFA in Print 
Media. Penegor recently interned with Zygote 
Press in Cleveland and co-curated Rituals at 
Cain Park’s Feinberg Art Gallery in Cleveland 
Heights, Ohio. 

Destyni Green ’21 and Orlando Caraballo 
’18 are the inaugural professionals selected for 
the Arts Administrator-in-Residence program 
with ATNSC: Center for Healing & Creative 
Leadership in Cleveland. 

Jace Lee ’21 and CIA faculty member Tony 
Ingrisano had a show, Tiger, Tiger, at Waterloo 
Arts in Cleveland.

Violet Maimbourg ’21 had work in Studio 
Montclair’s 25th Annual Open Juried Exhibition, 
ViewPoints 2022, in Montclair, N.J. and in BY 
VISCERAL EFFECT at Strata Arta in New York. 

George Brewster ’62 passed away June 9.  
He was an Illustration major. 

Harlan Guthrie ’65 died May 22. He majored in 
Painting. 

Michael Baughan ’70 passed away May 4.  
He majored in Industrial Design.

Constance Simon ’72 died September 7, 2021. 
She was a Printmaking major. 

Arlene Bisesi ’84 passed away July 12.  
She majored in Drawing. 

Tyler Zeleny ’12 passed away June 6.  
He majored in Drawing.

Cass Penegor ’21

Obituaries

*Deceased

Jeanetta Ho ’96

William Moore ’84
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Faculty and 
Staff Notes
Lincoln Adams ’98 (Animation) was a 
storyboard artist for For Gunter’s Eyes Only, a 
mini-movie released in March on the DVD for 
Illumination Animation’s Sing 2.

Sylvia Ramos Alotta ’82 (Graphic Design) will 
be featured in Modern Judaica: Today’s Sacred 
Objects, a book scheduled for publication in late 
October. 

Mark Bassett (Liberal Arts) will give an 
illustrated presentation, “Crafts of the Cleveland 
School: Glass, Enamel, and Ceramics,” 
September 15 during Initiatives in Art and 
Culture’s 24th Annual Arts & Crafts Conference 
in Cleveland. The talk will include a number of 
CIA-affiliated artists.

Sam Butler ’19 (Information Technology) 
has two works in Queer Pulse ... Ripple 
Effect through September 9 at The Gallery at 
Lakeland in Kirtland, Ohio. The exhibition, which 
showcases 20 Northeast Ohio artists in the 
LGBTQIA community, was created and curated 
by Kelly Pontoni ’19.

Dan Cuffaro ’91 (Industrial Design) 
completed a sabbatical during Spring 2022 
semester, the goal of which was to develop 
a case study based on nCamp, the brand he 
launched in 2016, and use the study to inform 
entrepreneurship-focused design curriculum 
at CIA. In addition, he wrote the business plan 
for the recently announced CIA Interactive 
Media Lab; successfully launched the nCamp 
Food Prep Knife; developed three new nCamp 
products for production in 2023; and worked on 
CIA design curricular initiatives relating to UX/UI, 
entrepreneurship and rapid prototyping.

Scott Goss ’06 (Foundation) has a solo 
exhibition, Rise and Fall, opening September 9 at 
the McDonough Museum of Art in Youngstown, 
Ohio. It will tell the story of how a city grows 
from a natural landscape, up into a small town, 
then a growing city, then the entropic cycle of it 
fading back into a natural landscape. 

Steven Gutierrez (Foundation) has two works in 
CAN Triennial: You Are Here through August 31. 
He also gave a talk on August 20 at Future Ink 
Graphics “on defending science and about the 
awe of science, the earth and space around us.”

Jason Harris (Liberal Arts) was promoted to 
editor-in-chief at Gordon Square Review, a 
local literary journal that supports the literary 
community and writers in Northeast Ohio.

Elizabeth Hoag (Liberal Arts) led the eighth 
annual Shaker Dig summer camp for elementary 
school children in conjunction with the Shaker 
Historical Society. 

Benjamin Johnson (Craft + Design) has work 
in Art from the Heartland at the Indianapolis 
Art Center in Indianapolis and in the 76th Ohio 
Annual Exhibition at the Zanesville Museum 
of Art in Zanesville, Ohio. His work also was 
highlighted in the Columbus Dispatch review of 
the Ohio Craft Museum’s Best of 2022 exhibition 
in Columbus, Ohio. That traveling exhibition will 
open August 25 in Kent State University’s CVA 
Gallery.

Sarah Kabot (Drawing) has work in The Nexus 
of Art and Health, curated by Sienna Brown, 
from October 29 through January 10, 2023 at 
the Riffe Gallery in Columbus, Ohio. 

Scott Lax (Liberal Arts) was recently accepted 
into the Dramatists Guild of America. In May, 
under the direction of Carol Jaffee Pribble, 
students at University School in Hunting Valley, 
Ohio, did a staged reading of Lax’s two-act 
stage play, 1970, a reworked and shortened 
version of his play The Year That Trembled, 
which is based on Lax’s book by the same 
name. The Little Theatre of Tuscarawas County 
in New Philadelphia, Ohio is scheduled to do a 
rehearsed, staged reading of 1970 in August. 

Nancy Lick (Illustration) had two pieces juried 
into the May Show at Lakeland Community 
College in Kirtland, Ohio. Four of her pieces 
are on view in Juneteenth: The Freedom and 
Responsibility Exhibition through August 25 at 
Ursuline College’s Wasmer Gallery in Pepper 
Pike, Ohio. She also had a piece accepted into 
the Artists Archives of the Western Reserve’s 
NewNow 2022, an exhibition that will be on 
view from September 15 through October 28 at 
Cuyahoga Community College’s Gallery East in 
Highland Hills, Ohio.

Pete Maric ’00 (Interior Architecture) completed 
3D visualizations and animations for The Orlean 
Company, Pineal Ventures, Third Street Partners 
and Signature Health Willoughby.

Joseph Minek ’11 (Photography + Video) had 
work featured in the Chromatography issue of 
Float Photo Magazine.

Matt Minnich (Information Technology) self-
published two books on Amazon. One was 
Dream Diary and Sketchbook: A Subconscious 
Creativity Journal, which he conceived and 

designed for creative people to record their 
dreams and use them as visual or verbal 
creativity prompts. The other was Buddy 
Buccaneer, the first book in the Write and Color 
series of coloring books. 

Seth Nagelberg (Craft + Design) had work in 
GeoLogic at the Atlantic Gallery in New York 
City; was named Best in Show–Runner Up in 
Modern Craft at the Indianapolis Art Center; had 
work in Ohio Craft Museum’s Best of 2022 in 
Columbus, Ohio, a traveling exhibition that will 
open August 25 in Kent State University’s CVA 
Gallery; had work in the 17th Annual Ceramics 
Invitational at River Gallery in Rocky River, Ohio; 
and taught a five-day workshop, “Just Add 
Plaster,” at Sugar Maples Center for Creative 
Arts in Hunter, N.Y.

Thomas Nowacki (Life Sciences Illustration) 
was recently elevated to the Chair of the Board 
of Certification of Medical Illustrators, an 
independent body that administers a voluntary 
certification program designed to provide 
practicing medical illustrators with the CMI 
credential.

Zach Savich (Liberal Arts) published new essays 
in the journals Poetry Northwest and On the 
Seawall. His poem “The History of Birdsong in 
Cities” was featured by the Cleveland Orchestra 
as part of its programming for Verdi’s Otello.

Anthony Schepis ’55 (Faculty Emeritus) had two 
paintings added to the permanent collection of 
the Zanesville Museum of Art in Zanesville, Ohio. 
Schepis’ work was recently discussed in an 
article with the Zanesville Times Recorder. 

Barry Underwood (Photography + Video) 
had a residency at the Lucid Art Foundation in 
Inverness, Calif. and participated in an online 
panel discussion, “Tree Talk: Artists Speak for 
Trees,” with the ecoartspace and the Joshua 
Tree Center for Photographic Arts. 

Nancy Lick

Maggie Denk-Leigh

Lincoln Adams ’98
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Cleveland Institute of Art President + CEO Kathryn Heidemann is flanked by her predecessors, 
from left, President Emeritus David Deming and President Emeritus Grafton Nunes, during a 
retirement celebration for Nunes in June. Photo by McKinley Wiley / The Dark Room Co.
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The Class of 2022, along with faculty and staff, celebrates before and after the Commencement ceremony on May 13 at the Maltz Performing Arts Center in Cleveland. Photos by Rustin McCann. 
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